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Hydrogen depth-profiling in chemical-vapor-deposited diamond films
by high-resolution elastic recoil detection
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~Received 14 November 2000; accepted for publication 27 January 2001!

We have measured the hydrogen depth profiles in chemical-vapor-deposited diamond films by
elastic recoil detection. Depth resolution of;0.23 nm is achieved using a high-resolution magnetic
spectrometer. The hydrogen depth profile shows a sharp peak at surface, and the hydrogen coverage
is estimated to be 160.3 ML, indicating formation of the monohydride structure. The surface peak
has a small tail toward deeper region, which is ascribed to hydrogen atoms incorporated in a
subsurface region. These subsurface hydrogen atoms might be the origin of the surface conductivity.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1356452#
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Diamond is a promising material for electronic devic
operating at high temperatures and/or high frequencies
well as for high-power electronic devices. Recent investi
tion has shown that high-quality diamond films with atom
cally flat surfaces can be prepared by microwave-plas
chemical vapor deposition~CVD! under ultralow CH4/H2

conditions.1 The diamond film prepared by CVD has
p-type semiconducting layer at a surface region.2 The similar
surface conductivity was also observed with natural diam
treated by hydrogen-rich plasma.3 This surface conductivity
can be easily removed by oxidation with acid solutions or
annealing at;400 °C,2,4–7 suggesting that the surface co
ductivity is related to the hydrogen. Actually, secondary i
mass spectroscopy~SIMS! measurements revealed the ex
tence of hydrogen in the surface region for both as-gro
and hydrogenated samples but not for oxidized ones.7 The
hydrogen-related luminescent states in the subsurface re
were also observed by cathodoluminescence.8 Although the
p-type semiconducting layer was utilized to fabricate el
tronic devices,9–11 the origin of the hydrogen induced con
ductive layer is not yet clarified.

There are several models for the hydrogen induced c
ductivity. One is the formation of shallow-accepter leve
due to the hydrogen incorporated in the subsurface regio
;20 nm.5–7,12,13The model is strongly supported by the o
served ideal rectification properties of Al-Schottky conta
to the CVD diamond, which indicates the existence of
depletion layer at the Al-diamond interface.13 Another model
is the formation of negative charge states at the surface o
nating from the hydrogen termination, which induces surfa
accumulation of holes.14,15 Recently, Maier et al. have
shown that exposure to air is essential for the hydrogen
duced conductivity and proposed a model.16 A similar model
was also proposed by Riet al.17 In their model redox reac
tion in an adsorbed water layer provides the electron sink
the subsurface hole accumulation layer. Although the mo
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explains their findings, it is difficult to explain the observe
I –V characteristics of the Al-Schottky contacts with the
model.13

In spite of the hot debate between several groups cla
ing these models, important information, namely the hyd
gen concentration in the subsurface region has been lack
This is mainly because hydrogen is one of the most diffic
elements for quantitative analysis. There are several m
surements on the hydrogen depth profile by the elastic re
detection~ERD!18 and SIMS.7 The depth resolution of the
conventional ERD~typically ;10 nm! is, however, not good
enough for hydrogen profiling in the subsurface region. A
though the depth resolution of SIMS is better, it gives on
relative profiles. Moreover, the existence of a large num
of surface hydrogen atoms, which is 1.631015cm22 even for
the monohydride structure, might cause the artificial subs
face hydrogen profile due to the ion mixing effects in SIM
In the present letter, hydrogen profiles in the CVD diamo
films are measured by high-resolution ERD with a dep
resolution;0.2 nm. The absolute hydrogen concentration
the subsurface region of the CVD diamond films is me
sured.

Undoped and B-doped diamond films were epitaxia
grown on ~001! surfaces of synthetic Ib diamond (434
30.3 mm3) by microwave-plasma CVD. The details of th
preparation are described elsewhere.7 The diamond films
were mounted on a high-precision five-axis goniometer i
scattering chamber which was connected to a 4 MV Van
Graaff accelerator. A beam of 500 keV C1 ions from the
accelerator was collimated to 2 mm~vertical! 31 mm ~hori-
zontal! and a divergence angle of less than 1 mrad by a se
of apertures. The beam current was monitored by a vibra
beam chopper and the typical beam current was;3 nA.

The diamond films were irradiated by the C1 beam at an
incident angle of 70°. The H1 ions recoiled at 25° with
respect to the incident direction were energy analyzed b
90° sector magnetic spectrometer. The acceptance ang
the spectrometer was 0.2 msr. The spectrometer had an
trostatic quadrupole lens just before the magnet to correct
so-called kinematic broadening. The correction of the kin
il:
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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matic broadening is essential to achieve a high de
resolution.19 The energy analyzed ions were detected b
one dimensional position sensitive detector~PSD! of 100
mm length which could move vertical direction. Not only th
recoiled H1 ions of energyE but also scattered C1 ions of
E/12 could pass through the spectrometer. These C1 ions
were rejected by means of an electrostatic deflector insta
between the magnet and the PSD.20

Figure 1 shows the observed H1 spectrum for a B-doped
CVD diamond film. There is a peak at;117.4 keV, which
corresponds to the hydrogen at the surface. The spectrum
the undoped CVD diamond film~not shown! is essentially
the same as the presented B-doped spectrum. The en
scale was converted to depth scale using stopping pow
estimated byTRIM code.21 The calculated depth scale
shown in the upper abscissa. The full width at half maxim
of the surface hydrogen peak is about 0.9 keV which co
sponds to 0.23 nm, showing that the depth resolution of
present system is better than 0.23 nm at the surface. Ex
for the peak the yield is fairly constant and almost the sa
level as the dark noise of the PSD. These background sig
were fitted by a straight line as shown by a long-dashed
in Fig. 1.

Subtracting the background, the net hydrogen yield w
derived. The yield was found to decrease with ion dose,
dicating that hydrogen atoms are desorbed by the C1 irradia-
tion. The hydrogen coverage was estimated from the
yield using the PSD efficiency~60%!22 and the H1 fraction
in the literature23 ~80% at 117 keV!. The obtained hydrogen
coverage is 1.060.3 ML (ML51.57231015cm22) at zero
dose. The error is mainly due to the uncertainty in the tra
mittance of the spectrometer. The present result indic
that the hydrogenated CVD diamond surface has a mono
dride structure as was suggested by scanning tunneling
croscopy observations14 and also suggested by a theoretic
study.24

Looking at the shape of the hydrogen peak closely~Fig.
1!, the peak has a small tail in the low energy side. T

FIG. 1. Observed energy spectrum of recoiled H1 for ~001! surface of
as-grown B-doped CVD diamond. The dose of the incident 500 keV1

ions is about 331015 cm22. Estimated contributions due to the surface h
drogen~dot-dashed curve!, the subsurface hydrogen~short-dashed curve!,
the background~long-dashed curve!, and the sum of those~solid curve! are
also shown.
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indicates that some hydrogen atoms are incorporated
subsurface region. Assuming that the surface hydrogen p
is symmetric~see dot-dashed curve in Fig. 1!, the signals at
E<116 keV can be ascribed to the subsurface hydrog
The hydrogen depth profile derived from this energy reg
is shown in Fig. 2. The hydrogen concentration decrea
very rapidly with increasing depthd and is less than the
detection limit of the present measurement~;0.05 at. %
5931019cm23! at d>1 nm.

The profile was fitted by an exponential function
shown by a solid curve in Fig. 2. The same exponen
function is also shown by a dotted curve in Fig. 1. Th
exponential function was convoluted with the resoluti
function of the spectrometer and the result is shown b
short-dashed curve. The observed energy spectrum was
by the sum of three contributions, i.e., the Gauss funct
representing the surface hydrogen, the convoluted expo
tial function for the subsurface hydrogen, and the ba
ground. The agreement between the fitted result~solid curve!
and the observed spectrum is fairly good, suggesting that
present estimation on the subsurface hydrogen profile is
sonable.

Finally, the change of the observed spectrum during
measurement is shown in Fig. 3. The background subtra
spectra are shown together with the fitted results~solid
curves: fitted by the sum of the subsurface hydrogen and
surface hydrogen peak!. Although the surface hydrogen pea
decreases very rapidly due to the ion-stimulated desorpt
the subsurface hydrogen tail does not change. This cle
indicates that the observed subsurface hydrogen can b
tributed to neither the recoil implantation nor the artifici
effects due the surface roughness. If the recoil implanta
takes place, we should observe the increase of the subsu
hydrogen tail during the measurement. If the tail is the a
ficial one due to the surface roughness, the tail should
crease as the surface peak decreases. Thus, the existen
the subsurface hydrogen atoms in the CVD diamond film
confirmed, suggesting that the shallow-acceptor mode
likely.

In summary, hydrogen depth profiles are measured

FIG. 2. Hydrogen concentrations derived from the tail of the surface p
~energy region ofE<116 keV in the energy spectrum shown in Fig. 1!.
Hydrogen concentration is less than the detection limit (,0.05 at/%) atd
>1 nm. The data is fitted by an exponential function as shown by a s
curve.
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CVD diamond films by high-resolution ERD. Most hydroge
atoms are localized at the surface and the surface hydro
coverage is estimated to be 1.060.3 ML, indicating the for-
mation of the monohydride structure. Besides the surf
hydrogen, there are some hydrogen atoms incorporated in
subsurface region, which might be the origin of the surfa
conductivity.

The authors are grateful to the members of the Quan
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Graaff accelerator. This work was supported in part
Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research from the ministry
Education, Science, Sports, and Culture.

FIG. 3. Change of the energy spectra of recoiled H1 during the ERD mea-
surement. The background subtracted spectra observed during the irrad
of 0;0.531015 C1 ions/cm22 ~closed circle!, 0.5;131015 C1 ions/cm22

~triangle!, and 2;331015 C1 ions/cm22 ~open circle! are shown. The spec
tra were fitted by the sum of the subsurface hydrogen~dashed curve! and the
surface hydrogen peak as shown by solid curves. The subsurface hyd
does not change, while the surface hydrogen peak decreases very ra
due to the ion-stimulated desorption.
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